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Boeckx & Stjepanovic (2001)  claim to have evidence from the analysis of pseudo-

gapping that head movement is best viewed as not occurring in the overt syntax,  but

rather in the PF component. In this squib, I will show that all of the movements that are

needed in the analysis of  pseudo-gapping are phrasal, hence demonstrating that the

analysis of pseudo-gapping shows nothing about the place of head movement in the

grammar.1

  Their evidence is based on  Lasnik’s (1995) analysis of pseudo-gapping,  exemplified in

(1):

(1) Although I wouldn’t give books  to Sally,  I would__magazines.

                                                          
*  I would like to thank   Connie Cummings and Paul Postal for their helpful comments

on a previous version of this squib.

1  A word about terminology is necessary here. The constituent that is left behind in

pseudo-gapping after the auxiliary is usually called the remnant.  However,   the term

remnant is also widely used in connection with remnant movement, which is movement

of a constituent (the remnant)  that contains the  trace of previously extracted material.

Because  this squib deals with both pseudo-gapping and remnant movement,  I will use

the term ellipsis remnant to refer to the constituent left behind in pseudo-gapping,  so as

not to confuse it with the notion of remnant in remnant movement
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In Lasnik’s analysis of pseudo-gapping,  the constituent left behind by pseudo-

gapping,  i.e. magazines in (1),  has been moved to the Spec of an  Agr position

between  V0 and V1,  yielding the structure in (2):

(2)    C”
          g        

   C’
       3
      C                T
           wg
         D” i         T’
         4          go
           I           T            V” 0

                        g         2
                 would   D”i         V’
                               g        2
                              t      V           Agr”
                                      g          2
                                     e     D”j          Agr’
                                            5 2
                                  magazines Agr            V”1

                                                                  2
                                                               D” j       V’
                                                                g       2
                                                              t     V          P” 
                                                                      g           g  
                                                                  give       P’
                                                                          2
                                                                         P           D”
                                                                         g            4
                                                                        to         Sally
 The argument for head movement of  V1 to V0 comes from the fact that,  assuming

leftward movement of the object, the verb, when it does not elide as part of V”1,  must

come to precede the object, and movement of  the verb into this higher empty V position

accomplishes this.   

            Boeckx and Stjepanovic argue that  such head movement of V1 to V0 must occur

at PF, after spell-out.Applying head movement at PF would also remove problems with
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the ordering of components in the grammar; assuming that ellipsis occurs at PF,  ellipsis

of V”1  would have to be allowed to bleed  movement of V1 to V0. However,  it is

assumed that  PF  branches off from the syntactic computation,  and that this branching

off  makes it impossible to apply syntactic computation after PF. Applying verb

movement to the higher empty V position as a PF operation would  allow PF operations

to apply in a single block,  independent of the syntactic computation.

               Therefore, movement of the V is motivated  by the fact that,  by assuming

leftward movement of the ellipsis remnant, if ellipsis does not occur, the V must  come to

precede the constituent that would have been the ellipsis remnant. Leftward movement of

the V to a position before the object would accomplish this.    

           If we take as our diagnostic for V-movement the appearance of the verb before the

potential ellipsis remnant (the object) in the unelided version  of the sentence,  we are led

to conclude that (a) more than just Vs  move to this position, and (b) that  the movement

of the element is not  head-movement,  but rather movement of a phrasal category, i.e. a

case of remnant movement in the sense of  den Besten & Webelhuth (1990).

        To illustrate  the first point,  that more than Vs move,  consider  (3) and (4),  in

which pseudo-gapping applies to an adjective:

(3)(a) Although he isn’t fond of Sally,  he is__of Martha.

(b) He is fond of Martha.

(4) (a)  Although he isn’t partial to vanilla,  he is __to chocolate.

(b) He is partial to chocolate.  
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         By parity of reasoning with Lasnik’s analysis of pseudo-gapping,  the possibility of

pseudo-gapping an adjective, as exemplified in (3)(a) and (4)(a),  would imply that the

structure of, e.g. (3)(b)  would be along the lines of (5):

(5)  He is  [A”  [A’ [A fond ]i [Agr” [P” of Mary][Agr’[Agr [A” [A’[A  t]i]]]]]]]

   
         In other words, if  Lasnik’s analysis of pseudo-gapping forces us to assume a higher

empty V position,to which transitive verbs raise,  as in  (2),  there must be an analogous

higher empty adjective position, to which  transitive adjectives raise,  and PP

complements of adjectives must raise out of the APs in which they are presumably

generated.2 This extension to adjectives would, as far as I can see,  not trouble the

conclusions of Boeckx and Stjepanovic, since it should be no more difficult to find a PF

account of adjective raising  than it is to find a PF account of verb raising in their system.  

              More troubling to the Boeckx and Stjepanovic account of the verb movement  to

the higher empty V position is point (b), that the movement must be phrasal.   This can be

shown in  (6) and (7):

(6) (a)  Although he isn’t very fond of Sally,  he is__ of Martha.

(b)  He is   very fond of Martha.

(7) (a)  Although he didn’t try to persuade Sally,  he did___Martha.  

                                                          
2  Notice, incidentally, that the movement of  PP constituents to this higher position out of

the APs in which they are generated is a challenge for Chomsky’s (2000) notion that it is

the presence of  an uninterpretable Case feature in the goal that  renders a goal active for

displacement;  what is the uninterpretable feature in this instance, given that PPs

presumably have no Case feature?
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(b) He tried to persuade Martha.

             In   (6) and (7),  the  elided sequences are an  AP ,  very  fond,  and  a (complex)

VP,  try to persuade. Because these elements are clearly phrasal, and they appear, in the

unelided version of the sentence,  before the  selected constituent that is the ellipsis

remnant in the pseudo-gapped version of the sentence, movement of V1 to V0,  or A1 to

A0,  will not  be enough to derive  (6)(b) and   (7)(b).  

           In short, Lasnik’s assumptions about the mechanisms of pseudo-gapping would

lead us to posit a  structure with the characteristics of, e.g. (8) for , e.g.(6) (b):

     (8)  He is [A”[A” very fond tj]i[A’[A e ][ Agr” [P”  of Martha]i[Agr’[Agr [ A” t]i]]]]

The PP complement of fond has moved to [Spec, Agr”], as above, but this time,  the

lower A” has moved to the Spec of the higher A”, rather than simply the lower  A head

moving to the higher empty A position.

            The proposed derivation has some noteworthy features which require discussion.

Just as Larson (1988) posits an empty head  that is of the same category as the head that

moves to it, I am positing the same entity. The only difference is that, because it is an

adjective that is moving, I am assuming a higher empty adjective position.More

importantly, however,  the category that is moving is not a head-  it is a phrasal

projection, necessitated by the fact that the modifier very is moving as well as the

adjective. Assuming that phrasal projections cannot move to head positions (Baltin

(1982)),  this phrasal projection is most likely moving to the specifier position of the

higher AP position.3 

                                                          
3  Labelling as Agr the category to which the ellipsis remnant moves for purely

expository convenience.  It is surely not Agr,  since PPs can also be ellipsis remnants in
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       The derivation of (7)(b) would be substantially the same:  the ellipsis remnant would

first move out of the lowest VP,  and  VP1 would then move to  the left of the ellipsis

remnant into the Spec of VP0.  The crucial difference, in (7)(b),  is that the movement of

the ellipsis remnant would not be clause-bound;  it would be moving out of the infinitive

into the matrix.   Subsequently,  VP1,  consisting of the matrix V and its infinitive

complement,  would be moving  leftward.  The structure corresponding to (7)(b) after

these movements would have the characteristics of  (9) .

(9)   He [V”0 [V”tried to persuade tj]i[V’[V e] [Agr”  [D”  Martha]j[Agr’[V”1 t]i]]]]    
                        
This analysis requires that the object of the verb in the infinitive move  out of the

infinitive into the matrix. Interestingly,  Johnson (2000) has argued that  the

leftward movement of the constituent that becomes the ellipsis remnant is, in fact,

the same operation as object-scrambling in Dutch,  exemplified in (10):

      
(10)     ( Johnson (2000), ex. (80))

         ….dat  Jan Marie    heeft  geprobeerd   [t  te keusen].

        ----that Jan Mary     has      tried                  to kiss

         (…that John has  tried to kiss Mary).

             Johnson also notes the possibility of eliding verb plus infinitive sequences in

pseudo-gapping.  The interesting difference between English and Dutch,  it would

seem,  is the ability of V” 1 to surface in Dutch in its original position,  but not in

English.

                                                                                                                                                                            
pseudo-gapping,  and they do not bear agreement features.  However,  the precise content

of this category is irrelevant for present concerns.  
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        In  short, the movements that are apparently necessary,  given the evidence from

pseudo-gapping, do not involve head movement at all—only movement of phrasal

constituents. Therefore, pseudo-gapping provides no evidence that head movement

must apply within PF. If we  follow the  implications of this conclusion,  however,

we must allow phrasal movement to apply at PF.Assuming that ellipsis applies at PF,

and must be allowed to apply before phrasal movement,  a conception of grammar in

which PF structures cannot return to the overt syntax  requires us to view post-PF

phrasal movement as  PF movement.  

        There may be precedent for this,  assuming  Cinque’s (1993) analysis of stress

placement. Cinque notes that  English can violate Chomsky & Halle’s (1968) nuclear

stress rule, which requires stress on the most deeply embedded constituent,  when

some other constituent is contrastively focussed (he credits Schmerling (1976) with

the observation as well as the following examples):

           (11) (Cinque (1993),  ex. 51)

a.Truman DIED.

b. JOHNSON died.

             However, German evidently does not allow such violate of the NSR,  even under

contrastive focus.Instead, German has  extensive scrambling, and scrambling,  in

Cinque’s view, creates configurations that allow a variety of constituents to be stressed

by the NSR.  
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              One might view scrambling in German, assuming the correctness of Cinque’s

analysis, as being driven by PF considerations4. 

                 In any event, not only does pseudo-gapping fail to supply evidence for

Chomsky’s (2000) conjecture that head movement applies at PF ( since the relevant

movements here are all phrasal), but it refutes their conjecture that phrasal movements

are syntactic, while head movement applies at PF. The movement of the verbal (or

adjectival (see   (3-7)))element to a position before the complement is clearly phrasal,

and must be able to be bled by ellipsis, a  PF process.
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